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Guidebook of all campgrounds built and operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Especially

valuable for RV travelers who are boaters and fishermen because all campsites are located on or

near lakes or streams managed or impounded by the Army Corps of Engineers. Individual listings

contain complete details about camping facilities, amenities, recreational activities available and

directions to each campground.
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COE campgrounds can be a wonderful alternate to overcrowded national and state sites, and are

generally much less expensive. This is a good guide to them, and although the maps (diagrams

might be a better term) could be a lot better, with GPS it's pretty easy to hunt them down. I only wish

there were more of them in the east! but that is not the fault of the guide.

Found out that these Core parks are some of the best maintained and less expensive so I needed a

guide to find them when I travel in my RV. This book is great.

Seems to be fairly complete for the ones I know in Ga. this coupled with the senior pass will save



you a lot of money since you get a 50% discount at corps campgrounds. They are also some of the

nicest campgrounds.

I like it but it seems to be a mixed bag of good and bad. I think the authors rely too much on the use

of retirement and explore America passes for discounts. I don't qualify to use these pass so they are

not helpful but okay, I have several friends that do use them. I also noticed that some campsite map

makers are either missing or in the incorrect locations. I reviewed Louisiana (my home state) and

Mississippi (the neighboring state) and noticed at least 3 errors: a southern campsite is marked as a

state park but that particular state park is in North La, another site marker is listed as a particular

city but is in the wrong location for that city, a missing site markers on several state maps. However,

I also noticed several free sights that I have camped at in the past and new sites that I was unaware

of. There are some errors, but all in all this book makes free and low cost camp sites much easier to

locate especially since free sights can be are very hard to find unless you know how to read maps,

live and regularly camp in a particular area and can come in handy especially during busy summer

holidays when you've waited to the last minute to go camping and all the parks are filled up.

Love it I camp at corps camp grounds a lot. It lists the CG by reservoir and gives the GPS

coordinates to them,

Great source for finding corps of engineers camp grounds around the country! Now I must find the

time!

Great info just have to figure it out. Will be trying a couple places out in July so looking forward to

that. Concerned about places listed by long/ lat and found out I can put that in on GPS!

Has the info you need and want. If you camp frequently at Corps parks (like us), this reference book

is what you need.
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